《The Mysterious CEO》
74 'sWhat happened?”
Set of 'The Fighter'
It was the new movie produced by World Entertainment. The male lead in this movie
was Si Yan and the female lead was Xiao Liu. Both the artists were from World
Entertainment and it was an action movie.
As most of the scenes were dangerous, therefore production had some of the stunt
double artists which included Wang Yan.
Currently, Xiao Liu had gained fame and had a lot of amount of fans, her acting skills
were also good but her fame made her arrogate and overconfident.
Wang Yan did most of the action scenes of Xiao Liu.
Most of the time because of Xiao Liu, Wang Yan had to do extra work. However, she
didn't mind it and even because of getting training from Professor Chen, her scenes
were flawless.
Some people in the production team liked her, while others disliked her, but it never
had any impacted on her performance either way. As she was here to do her job and
nothing else.

Si Yan also got training in martial arts and therefore he did his scenes on his own
without taking help from stunt double artists, but seeing Wang Yan's kicks and moves,
even he started to admire her.

In this movie, Si Yan and Wang Yan had most of the scenes together and therefore
they had become a good friend. Not because of professional reason but also for a
personal reason as well.

Si Yan knew that Wang Yan was the elder sister of Lu Lan.

Seeing their friendship, most of them started to hate Wang Yan, even some of them
started to claim that she seduced Si Yan.
Nevertheless, no one dared that claim in front of her, because Wang Yan belonged
from World Entertainment and World Entertainment was also known for protecting
their artist regardless of their levels.
Si Li was the brother of Si Yan, who was not only the big boss of World Entertainment
but also a powerful businessman in the Country X.
So no one could say anything about Si Yan and even there was news leaked that Si Li
supported Wang Yan in her career.
This news was intentionally released by World Entertainment on the orders of Si Li.
However, people saw that in what condition Lu Xuelon was now and therefore, they
believed that Wang Yan was the second Lu Xuelon and her future would be like Lu
Xuelon, but in World Entertainment, everyone knew that Si Li was really supporting
the Wang Yan.
They thought might be because of Si Yan and Wang Yan had a relationship and that
why Si Li released his order.
That's the reason, Xiao Liu's hater towards Wang Yan increased every day.
However, whatever be the reason, World Entertainment had to follow their boss's
order unconditionally.
Whatever be the rumours were here, they didn't affect Si Yan, Wang Yan and their
friends and their performance.
However, today, seeing Lu Lan's condition, Wang Yan was really upset. As an elder
sister was required to help her, but she didn't.
As a result, in today's most of the scenes, Wang Yan couldn't perform well and
therefore, the director was pissed off.
"Cut"
"Yan… What are you doing today? If you don't want to act then go home" Director
yelled at Wang Yan.
"Sorry, director" Wang Yan apologized, as she couldn't anything else because she
wasn't in herself.

"Okay, take a break of 30 minutes".
As soon as, everyone saw the bad performance of Wang Yan, people came together
and start gossiping about her.
"Did you saw, the director was very unhappy with Wang Yan".
"Yeah… It was 10th retake for the simple scene and even she can't do that properly"
"Now, we will see the real Wang Yan".
"Did she really think that she could always please director and Yan ge".
"Yes… Now Yan ge will see her fakeness".
--Inside the Si Yan's changing room…
"Yan ge… Everyone is talking about Yan Jie" Si Yan's, Shen Ah, assistant reported
him.
"Where is she?" Si Yan asked coldly.
"I saw her in the common changing room" Shen Ah replied in a low voice.
As soon as Si Yan heard his assistant, he directly strode towards the common changing
room.
As Wang Yan didn't have an important role in the movie therefore, she had to share
the changing room with the artists, who had small roles in the movie.
When Si Yan reached at the changing room, there were few artists were present here.
"Leave" Si Yan coldly said.
Everyone understood whom Si Yan was referring, so all of them left from the
changing room except Wang Yan, as no one dare to reject him.
"What happened?" Si Yan softly asked.

